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advance	praise	for	The	Dog	merchants:

“riveting and informative. Brilliantly explores both sides of every issue, while steadfastly remaining a 

passionate advocate for the dogs caught in the middle.”

					—Teresa	J.	Rhyne,	#	1	New	york	Times	bestselling	author	of	The	Dogs	Will	Live	(and	So	Will	I)

“Unexpected yet ultimately hopeful. A necessary and compelling read.”

     —Jim	Gorant,	New	york	Times	bestselling	author	of	The	Lost	Dogs

“deeply researched, entertainingly written, and incredibly thorough. read it before you pick out your next 

puppy.”     —Josh	Dean,	author	of	Show	Dog:	The	Charmed	Life	and	Trying	Times	of	an	almost-Perfect	Purebred

“We must be their ally, their voice. The dog Merchants shows you that the way to start is to be a con-

scious consumer.”     —Robin	Layton,	Pulitzer	Prize	nominee	and	co-author	of	a	Letter	to	my	Dog

in what promises to become an omnivore’s dilemma for dog lovers, The dog Merchants is the first book to 

explain to dog lovers of every stripe the complex networks behind the sprawling, $11-billion-a-year industry 

of selling dogs, which extends from show champions to local shelters.

Without judgment, Kavin makes clear that the money spent among these “dog merchants” has real-world 

effects on both people and canines, revealing how the market for dogs is often created in defiance of the 

usual rules of supply and demand. From dog auctions to breeders and rescuers, Kavin sheds light on an 

industry that most don’t even know is an industry.

This remarkable book is not on the side of breeders nor on the side of the rescuers—it’s on the side of 

dogs, and shows how all dog lovers can come together for the good of dogs everywhere, regardless of size, 

pedigree, or origin. learn about the business of how dogs are marketed and sold, and how you can find 

responsible breeders and rescuers during the next search for your newest family member.

Kim	Kavin is an award-winning journalist and a dedicated volunteer of fostering dogs. She is the author 

of little Boy Blue and lives in long valley, NJ with her dogs, Blue and ginger.

Do	we	really	know	where	our	dogs	come	from?	a	must-read	for	all	dog-lovers	and	for	the	benefit	of	

all	dogs,	everywhere—whether	you	are	a	breed	devotee	or	are	a	champion	of	rescuers.

ThE	DoG	mERChaNTS
inside the Big Business of Breeders, pet Stores, and rescuers

KiM KAviN
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“Basch makes magic. The characters are paired and 

compared and refracted until each makes peace. And 

that’s the beauty of this book.”     —The	Washington	Post

“A compassionate narrative exploring the sexual identities 

of the young and not-so-young through a cast of well-

drawn, quirky characters. Basch unites her characters in 

surprising and satisfying ways, making this novel really 

come alive.”     —Publishers	Weekly

“A riveting, inspiring, keenly smart novel full of brilliant 

observations about how we become ourselves. you won’t 

want it to end.”

     —Bonnie	Friedman,	author	of	Writing	Past	Dark

Malcolm dowd is almost positive he recognizes the fresh-

man who shows up for a session at his office in Baxter Col-

lege’s Center for Behavioral Health—he just can’t place 

her. When suddenly she stands, takes off her wig, and re-

veals herself as Noah, the young man Malcolm had been 

treating months earlier, it marks the start of a relationship 

that will change them both.

Told alternately from Malcolm’s and Noah’s perspectives 

The listener explores the ways in which we conceal and 

reveal our identities. As truth after truth is exposed, 

characters are forced to reconsider themselves and reorder 

their lives, with few easy answers to be found for anyone. 

The listener is, ultimately, about the power of human 

connection and the many shapes that love can take.

Rachel	 Basch	 is the author of two previous novels, The 

passion of reverend Nash and degrees of love. She 

currently teaches in Fairfield University’s MFA program 

and in the graduate liberal Studies program at Wesleyan 

University. She lives in Connecticut.

a	wise	and	witty	novel	about	the	challenges	to	identity	that	arise	in	both	adolescence	and	middle	

age—and	the	student	and	therapist	who	just	may	have	the	power	to	save	each	other.

ThE	LISTENER
A Novel

rACHel BASCH
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Praise	from	England	for	appetite:

“vivid period atmosphere, colourful personalities and 

stirring action.”					—The	Sunday	Telegraph

“Kazan’s rich, sensuous prose is always a pleasure.”

					—The	Sunday	Times	(London)

“A celebration of the senses: what patrick Suskind’s 

perfume did for scents, this does for flavors. A love story 

that will also appeal to fans of Joanne Harris’ Chocolat. An 

addictive page-turner.”					—Red	magazine

Beauty can be a gift—or a wicked temptation.

So it is for Filippo lippi, growing up in renaissance 

Florence. He has a talent—not only can he see the beauty 

in everything, he can capture it, paint it. But while beauty 

can seduce you and art can transport you—it cannot 

always feed you or protect you.

To survive, pippo lippi, orphan, street urchin, budding 

rogue, must first become Fra Filippo lippi: Carmelite friar, 

man of god. His life will take him down two paths at once. 

He will become a gambler, a forger, a seducer of nuns; and 

at the same time he will be the greatest painter of his time, 

the teacher of Botticelli and the confidante of the Medicis.

So who is he really—lover, believer, father, teacher, artist? 

is anything true except the paintings?

Philip	 Kazan is a historian, a passionate cook, and a 

keen traveler. This is his first novel to be published 

in America. He lives in england and blogs at www.

philipkazan.wordpress.com.

an	extraordinary	story	of	passion,	art,	and	intrigue,	this	novel	journeys	to	a	time	and	place	in	Italy	

where	desire	reigns	supreme—and	salvation	is	found	in	the	strangest	of	places.

ThE	PaINTER	oF	SouLS
A Novel

pHilip KAzAN
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“peter Hart’s study not only is heartrending and definitive but also makes sense of this senseless disaster.”

					—TImE

“Hart superbly depicts these months of brutal combat in all their complexity.”

					—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

“A masterful synthesis of the human and the operational aspects of a campaign that increasingly defines 

the British experience in the great War. Hart honors the men who paid the price.”

					—Publishers	Weekly	(starred	review)

“From Hart’s book i was able to learn and grasp (and even picture) the historic importance of the ‘staggered’ 

barrage. if you have tears to shed, you will prepare to do so when you read of the battalions that were formed 

out of men from single localities and neighborhoods.”					—Christopher	hitchens,	The	atlantic	monthly

on July 1, 1916, the British Army launched the “Big push” that was supposed to bring an end to the horrific 

stalemate on the Western Front among British, French, and german forces. What resulted was one of the 

greatest single human catastrophes in twentieth-century warfare.

Scrambling out of trenches in the face of german machine guns and artillery fire, the Allied powers lost 

over twenty thousand soldiers that first day. This “battle” would drag on for another four bloody months, 

resulting in over one million casualties among the three powers.

As the oral historian at the imperial War Museum in london, peter Hart has brought to light new material 

never before seen or heard. The Somme is an unparalleled evocation of World War i’s iconic contest—the 

definitive account of one of the major tragedies of the twentieth century.

Peter	hart studied at liverpool University before becoming a director at the imperial War Museum in 

london. As the museum’s oral Historian, he works frequently with war veterans recording their wartime 

experiences.

Commemorating	the	centennial	of	one	of	the	bloodiest	events	in	world	history	

—The	Battle	of	the	Somme—a	military	tragedy	that	would	come	to	define	a	generation.

ThE	SommE
The darkest Hour on the Western Front

peTer HArT

•	 Digital	marketing	to	military	and	history	websites/blogs
•	 WWI	anniversary	roundups
•	 Co-op	available
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“in the vein of Schindler’s list, A good place to Hide is an 

inspiring account of the extraordinary courage of ordinary 

people.”     —Shelf	awareness

“inspiring. in chronicling the daring activity that went on for 

years, grose keeps readers on edge with a heartwarming 

story of ordinary heroes.”     —Kirkus	Reviews

“A beautifully written tribute to their community and an 

outstanding contribution to Holocaust literature.”

     —Booklist	(starred	review)

Nobody asked questions, nobody demanded money. vil-

lagers lied, covered up, procrastinated, and concealed, but 

most importantly they welcomed.

This is the story of an isolated community in the upper 

reaches of the loire valley that conspired to save the 

lives of over three thousand Jews under the noses of the 

germans and the soldiers of vichy France. it is the story 

of a pacifist protestant pastor who broke laws and defied 

orders to protect the lives of total strangers. it is the 

story of an eighteen-year-old Jewish boy from Nice who 

forged five thousand sets of false identity papers to save 

other Jews and French resistance fighters from the Nazi 

concentration camps.

And it is the story of a community of good men and 

women who offered sanctuary, kindness, solidarity, and 

hospitality to people in desperate need, knowing full well 

the potential consequences to themselves.

powerful and richly told, A good place to Hide speaks 

to the goodness and courage of ordinary people in 

extraordinary circumstances.

Peter	Grose	is a former journalist and literary agent. He is 

also the former publisher at Secker and Warburg. A good 

place to Hide is his American debut. peter lives in France.

The	untold	story	of	an	isolated	French	community	that	banded	together	to	offer	sanctuary	and	

shelter	to	over	3,500	Jews	during	the	throes	of	World	War	II.

a	GooD	PLaCE	To	hIDE
How one French village Saved Thousands of lives during World War ii

peTer groSe
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“lucid, fascinating, compelling and comprehensive. The 

analysis of complex evolutionary forces that shape a 

society is superb.”     —Wildlife	Conservation	Society

“Harcourt reminds readers that biological conceptions 

of race should not be confused with sociopolitical 

conceptions of it, and that there are good reasons to 

understand the how and why of our biological differences.”

     —Publishers	Weekly

“As sweeping and engrossing as they come. Keeping the 

science of the subject front and center, Harcourt airs the 

major differences of scientific opinion about particular 

developments. gripping and then some.”

     —Booklist	(starred	review)

“reaches far beyond origin to offer a complex yet highly 

readable account of our evolution in relation to biology, 

geography, and culture.”     —Library	Journal

Where did the human species originate? Why are tropical 

peoples much more diverse than those at polar latitudes? 

Why can only Japanese peoples digest seaweed? How are 

darker skin, sunlight, and fertility related? did Neanderthals 

and Homo sapiens ever interbreed?

in Humankind, Alexander Harcourt answers these 

questions and more, as he explains how the expansion of 

the human species around the globe and our interaction 

with our environment explains much about why humans 

differ from one region of the world to another.

For the first time in a single book, Alexander Harcourt 

brings these topics together to help us understand why we 

are, what we are, and where we are.

alexander	harcourt	is professor emeritus in the Anthro-

pology department at the University of California, davis. 

He lives in davis, California.

an	innovative	and	illuminating	look	at	how	the	evolution	of	the	human	species		

has	been	shaped	by	the	world	around	us.
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humaNKIND
How Biology and geography Shape Human diversity 

AlexANder HArCoUrT
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“Thielemann’s musical explorations are wonderful, and his writing also achieved something notoriously 

difficult: the evocation of music in prose. My life with Wagner has that peculiar, confidential value of a work 

written not by an academic, but by an artist submerged in the music.”					—The	Sunday	Telegraph

“viscerally exposes the levels of perfectionism required in a virtuoso. Without alienating the lay reader, 

he gets across the complexity of a Wagner score and the infinite interpretive possibilities.”

					—The	Independent		(London)

“An act of homage and a revealing autobiography. An informative guide to the Wagner oeuvre. Thiele-

mann’s enthusiasm breathes life into these operas.”					—The	Economist

over a distinguished career conducting some of the world’s finest orchestras, Christian Thielemann has 

earned a reputation as the leading modern interpreter of richard Wagner. 

My life with Wagner chronicles his ardent personal and professional engagement with the great compos-

er, whose work has shaped his thinking and feeling from early childhood. Thielemann retraces his journey 

around the world with Wagner—from Berlin to Bayreuth via venice, Hamburg, and Chicago—and combines 

his analysis with revealing insights drawn from his many years of experience as a Wagner conductor.

Thielemann discusses each of Wagner’s operas in turn, and his appraisal is illuminated by a deep 

affinity for the music, an intimate knowledge of the scores, and the inside perspective of a world-class 

practitioner. And yet for all the adulation Wagner’s art inspires, Thielemann does not shy away from un-

palatable truths about the man himself, explaining why today Wagner is venerated and reviled in equal 

measure. My life with Wagner is a richly rewarding read for admirers of a composer who continues to 

fascinate long after his death.

Christian	Thielemann has been the conductor of the deutsche oper Berlin and the Munich philhar-

monic, and is the current artistic director of the Salzburg easter Festival. He is a regular guest of the 

vienna and Berlin philharmonics, as well as the Metropolitan opera, and has received an honorary appoint-

ment to the royal Academy of Music in london. He won the richard Wagner Award in 2015 and lives in 

germany, where he is currently the conductor of the Staatskapelle dresden.

one	of	today’s	most	outstanding	conductors,	Christian	Thielemann	composes	a		

brilliant	account	of	the	great—and	controversial—Richard	Wagner.

my	LIFE	WITh	WaGNER
Fairies, rings, and redemption: exploring opera’s Most enigmatic Composer

CHriSTiAN THieleMANN
translated by anthea bell

•	 off - the -book-page	features
•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 outreach	to	opera	websites	and	clubs
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“left in the Wind is a stirring adventure story full of 

passion, fear, love, friendship, rage, and jealousy. This 

novel satisfies at all its levels.”

					—Ernest	herbert,	author	of	The	old	american	

“ed gray has delivered a fabulous wallop of a tale. 

perhaps the ultimate delight here is the sense of history 

as so much fiction, so often disguised.”

     —Jeffrey	Lent,	international	bestselling	author	of		

In	the	Fall	and	a	Slant	of	Light

“left in the Wind teems with historical detail, knowing 

accounts of human passions under the pressures of 

survival, and the powerful fears and hopes of the human 

heart longing for a New World.”

     —John	Griesemer,	international	bestselling	author	of	

Signal	&	Noise	and	hearts	of	men

in 1587, the 118 men, women, and children of the “lost Col-

ony” were abandoned by their governor on what is now roa-

noke island, North Carolina, and never heard from again.

in this new novel, emme Merrimoth—one of the actual 

colonists of roanoke—recounts the harrowing journey that 

brought the colonists to the New World. 

once on the island, emma is accused of witchcraft, 

shunned by the colonists, and enslaved by a nearby tribe. 

But throughout these dramatic turns of events, emme 

commits herself to putting down on paper her every 

experience of the lost Colony.

Ed	 Gray was the founding editor of the revered gray’s 

Sporting Journal, where he discovered and edited the early 

fiction of Annie proulx, rick Bass, and many others. He 

subsequently founded graybooks publishers and Aisle 

Seat Books. left in the Wind is his first novel. He lives in 

New Hampshire.

Faced	with	dwindling	resources	and	warring	tribes,	the	colony	on	Roanoke	Island	begins	to	crumble	while	

one	young	housekeeper	commits	herself	to	recording	her	every	memory	of	the	Lost	Colony.

LEFT	IN	ThE	WIND
A Novel of the lost Colony: The roanoke Journal of emme Merrimoth

ed grAy
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Praise	for	Candace	Robb:

“This is as full of intrigue as a deighton or a le Carré.”

     —The	Guardian

“ellis peters has a cohort of pretenders snapping at her 

heels; the most impressive of the bunch is Candace robb.”

     —Time	out

“robb deftly interweaves a complex story of love, passion, 

and murder into the troubled and tangled fabric of Welsh 

history, fashioning a rich and satisfying novel.”

     —Publishers	Weekly

political unrest permeates fourteenth-century york, as 

warring factions take sides on who should be the rightful 

king. independent-minded twenty-year-old Kate Clifford is 

struggling to dig out from beneath the debt left by her late 

husband. determined to find a way to be secure in her own 

wealth and establish her independence in a male dominat-

ed society, Kate acquires a guest house and sets up a busi-

ness. in a dance of power, she also quietly rents the discreet 

bedchambers to the wealthy, powerful merchants of york 

for nights with their mistresses.

Business is booming, but the brutal murder of a guest and 

the disappearance of his female entertainment threatens 

all that Kate has built. Before others in town hear word of a 

looming scandal, Kate must call upon all of her hard-won 

survival skills to save herself from ruin.

Candace	Robb is the bestselling author of thirteen crime 

novels set in fourteenth-century england, Wales, and 

Scotland, including the acclaimed owen Archer series 

and the Margaret Kerr trilogy. Candace lives in Seattle, 

Washington.

Expertly	evoking	the	mysteries	of	the	medieval	world,	the	inimitable	Candace	Robb	introduces	a	new	

series	starring	a	woman	forged	on	the	warring	borderlands	of	fourteenth-century	England.

ThE	SERvICE	oF	ThE	DEaD
A Novel

CANdACe roBB
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Praise	for	Thomas	hauser:

“Hauser follows up his celebrated biography of Muhammad Ali with a reminder of just how remarkable Ali 

is, warts and twinkles and all.”					—Larry	merchant,	hBo	Boxing

“Thomas Hauser’s achievement in chronicling the life of Muhammad Ali is monumental.”					—The	Guardian

“of all the thinkers who have accepted the challenge of explaining Muhammad Ali as man, fighter, and 

inspiration, Thomas Hauser has seen him most clearly.”					—The	Sporting	News

“Thomas Hauser gives us the truth.”					—Newark	Star-Ledger	

Few global personalities have commanded an all-encompassing sporting and cultural audience like 

Muhammad Ali. Many have tried to interpret his impact and legacy into words. Now, Muhammad Ali: A 
Tribute to the greatest allows us to more fully appreciate the truth—and understand both the man and the 

ways in which he helped recalibrate how the world perceives its transcendent figures.

in this celebratory volume, New york Times bestselling author Thomas Hauser provides a compelling 

retrospective of Ali’s life. relying on personal insights, interviews with close associates and other contem-

poraries, and memories gathered over the course of decades on the cutting edge of boxing journalism, 

Hauser explores Ali in colorful detail inside and outside the ring.

Muhammad Ali has attained mythical status. But in recent years, he has been subjected to an image 

makeover by corporate America as it seeks to homogenize the electrifying nature of his persona. Hauser 

argues that there has been a deliberate distortion of what Ali believed, said, and stood for, and that mak-

ing Ali more presentable for advertising purposes by sanitizing his legacy is a disservice to history as well 

as to Ali himself.

pulitzer prize nominee Thomas	hauser  is the author of fifty books, on subjects ranging from professional 

boxing to Beethoven. He is widely recognized as the world’s pre-eminent writer on “the sweet science” 

and, in particular, Muhammad Ali. Hauser has won the prestigious prix lafayette, the Nat Fleischer 

Award for Career excellence in Boxing Journalism, and the Haviva reik Award. He lives in New york City.

Stripping	away	the	revisionism	to	reveal	the	true	nature	of	the	man	himself,	this	new	book	recounts	

the	life	journey	of	a	fighter	universally	recognized	as	a	unique	and	treasured	world	icon.

muhammaD	aLI
A Tribute to the greatest

THoMAS HAUSer

•	 major	review	attention
•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 online	marketing	to	sports	media	
•	 Co -op	available
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“in this funny and fascinating tale of cycling, writer Tim 

Moore takes the reader on a journey few will ever attempt, 

let alone finish. Moore is too humorous a narrator to let the 

story go off track. Hilarious.”

					—The	minneapolis	Star	Tribune

“you don’t have to be into cycling to reap the benefits of 

gironimo! With Moore as your guide, you may want to 

hurry over to italy on the next flight out.”

					—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

“disgusted by the lance Armstrong scandal and disap-

pointed in the dispassionate, technology-driven cycling 

world, humorist Moore challenges himself to ride the route 

of the 1914 giro d’italia. His patented combination of hu-

mor and travelogue proves thoroughly engaging.”

					—Booklist	(starred	review)

The 1914 giro d’italia: the hardest bike race in history. 

eighty-one riders started and only eight finished after en-

during cataclysmic storms, roads strewn with nails, and 

even the loss of an eye by one competitor. And now Tim 

Moore is going to ride it. And he’s committed to total au-

thenticity. . . .

Tim acquires the ruined husk of a gear-less, wooden-

wheeled 1914 road bike, some maps, and an alarming 

period outfit topped off with a pair of blue-lensed weld-

ing goggles. From the Alps to the Adriatic, Tim Moore 

steadily falls to bits, on an adventure that is by turns reck-

lessly incompetent, bold, beautiful, and madly inspiring.

Tim	moore’s writing has appeared in the daily Telegraph, 

the observer, the Sunday Times (london), and esquire. He 

is the author of French revolutions. He lives in london.

“an	entertaining	and	jauntily	written	travelogue	that	at	times	made	me	laugh	out	loud.”

—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

GIRoNImo!
riding the very Terrible 1914 Tour of italy
TiM Moore
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advance	Praise	from	England:

“This wonderful book is a testament to this haunting 

land.”					—The	Sunday	Times

“Bronwen riley writes superbly.”					—The	Independent

“Head off on an epic journey across the roman empire 

in this entertaining read. Bronwen riley is a warm and 

insightful guide to the sights, sounds, artifacts and people 

you encounter along the way.”					—history	Revealed

“riley manages to bring multi-faceted, polyglot, and multi-

cultural roman Britain to vibrant life.”					—Country	Life

130 A.d. rome is the dazzling heart of a vast empire and 

Hadrian its most complex and compelling ruler. Faraway 

Britannia is one of the romans’ most troublesome prov-

inces: here the sun is seldom seen and “the atmosphere in 

the country is always gloomy.”

What awaits the traveler to Britannia? How will you get 

there? What do you need to pack? What language will you 

speak? How does london compare to rome? Are there 

any tourist attractions? And what dangers lurk behind 

Hadrian’s new Wall?

Combining an extensive range of greek and latin sources 

with a sound understanding of archaeology, Bronwen riley 

describes an epic journey from rome to Hadrian’s Wall at 

the empire’s northwestern frontier. in this strikingly original 

history of roman Britain, she evokes the smells, sounds, 

colors, and sensations of life in the second century.

Bronwen	Riley	is the head of guidebooks at english Heritage. 

She studied Classics at oxford and then Byzantine Art at 

the Courtauld institute. She lives in england.

an	epic	narrative	journey	from	Rome	to	hadrian’s	Wall	brings	vividly	to	life	the	colors,		

smells,	sounds,	and	sensations	of	travel	in	the	second	century.

ThE	EDGE	oF	ThE	EmPIRE
Journey to Britannia: From the Heart of rome to Hadrian’s Wall

BroNWeN riley
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•	 major	review	attention
•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 Goodreads	giveaway
•	 Co-op	available

Praise	for	The	Finest	hours:

“The Finest Hours recounts the incredible heroism of the Coast guard, who risked their lives to save others. 

A gripping read.”					—James	Bradley,	author	of	Flags	of	our	Fathers	and	Flyboys	

“The Finest Hours is a touching account. A blockbuster account of tragedy at sea.”

					—The	Providence	Journal

“look no further for the real-life adventure of the year. put it on the shelf next to The perfect Storm. That’s 

where it belongs!”					—William	martin,	New	york	Times	bestselling	author	of	Cape	Cod

on May 19th, 1942, fifty miles from New orleans, a german U-boat stalked its prey.

Captained by twenty-nine-year-old King’s Cross recipient erich Würdemann, the german submarine set its 

sights on the freighter Heredia with fifty-nine souls on board. Most of the crew were merchant seamen, but 

there were also a handful of civilians, including the downs family, consisting of the parents, ray Sr. and ina, 

along with their two children, eight-year-old ray Jr., nicknamed “Sonny,” and eleven-year-old lucille. Fast 

asleep in their berths, the downs family had no idea that two torpedoes were heading their way. When the 

ship exploded, ina and lucille became separated from ray Sr. and Sonny.

An inspiring historical narrative, So Close to Home tells the story of the downs family as they struggle 

against sharks, hypothermia, drowning, and dehydration in their effort to survive the aftermath of this 

deadly attack off the American coast.

michael	J.	Tougias is the author of rescue of the Bounty, Fatal Forecast, overboard!, A Storm Too Soon, 

and The Finest Hours (soon to be a major motion picture by disney). Ten Hours Until dawn was selected 

as one of the American library Association’s “Best Books of the year.” He lives in Massachusetts.

alison	o’Leary, a former reporter for the Boston globe, is a magazine editor and a freelance writer. Her 

work has appeared in newspapers and magazines across the country.

a	dramatic	story	of	men	and	women	pitted	against	the	sea	during	World	War	II—	

and	an	unforgettable	portrait	of	the	determination	of	the	human	spirit.

So	CLoSE	To	homE
A True Story of an American Family’s Fight for Survival 

from a U-boat Attack during World War ii

MiCHAel J. ToUgiAS and AliSoN o’leAry
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Named	one	of	Entertainment	Weekly’s	

	“Ten	Great	Summer	Thrillers”

“Hughes puts his knowledge of mid-19th-century ireland to 

masterly use in his chilling first novel. This beautifully writ-

ten tale of cruelty and redemption is as unforgettable as it 

is harrowing.”					—Publishers	Weekly	(starred	review)

“There is a dark resignation to delahunt’s tale and at times 

an almost manic, Sweeney Todd–like urgency. recommend 

this atmospheric historical fiction to fans of John Banville 

or Margaret Atwood’s Alias grace.”					—Booklist

“Fascinating. A mesmerizing, utterly convincing, utterly 

sympathetic tale of life in victorian dublin. And the writing 

itself is really quite terrific. An exceptional historical 

mystery.”					—Criminal	Element

dublin, 1841.

on a cold december morning, a small boy is enticed 

away from his mother and his throat savagely cut. This 

could be just one more small, sad death in a city rife with 

poverty, inequality, and political unrest, but this murder 

causes a public outcry. For it appears the culprit—a feck-

less student named John delahunt—is also an informant 

and in the pay of the authorities at dublin Castle. And 

strangely, this young man seems neither to regret what he 

has done, nor fear his punishment. indeed, as he awaits the 

hangman in his cell in Kilmainham gaol, John delahunt 

decides to tell us his story

Set amidst dublin’s taverns, tenements, and court-

rooms—and with a rich, dickensian cast of characters—

this enthralling and darkly humorous debut novel brilliantly 

evokes a time and a place, and introduces a remarkable 

new literary voice.

Born in ireland, andrew	hughes was educated at Trinity 

College, dublin. Andrew lives in dublin. 

“a	remarkable	first	novel.	This	fascinating	book	is	a	stirring	work	of	fiction	and	a	perceptive	chapter	

in	Ireland’s	social	history.”—marilyn	Stasio,	The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

ThE	CoNvICTIoNS	oF	JohN	DELahuNT
A Novel

ANdreW HUgHeS
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advance	Praise	from	England:

“A great victorian gothic romp. This should build into a 

lovely series.”					—Lovereading.co.uk

“This is wonderful. A brilliant, moving, clever, lyrical 

book—i loved it. oscar de Muriel is going to be a name to 

watch.”					—manda	Scott

“one of the best debuts so far this year—a brilliant mix 

of horror, history, and humour. genuinely riveting with 

plenty of twists, this will keep you turning pages. it’s clever, 

occasionally frightening and superbly written. The Strings 

of Murder is everything you need in a mystery thriller.”

					—Crime	Review

1888, edinburgh.

A violinist is brutally murdered in his home. Fearing a 

national panic over a copycat Jack the ripper, Scotland 

yard sends inspector ian Frey. Frey reports to detective 

“Nine-Nails” Mcgray, local legend and exact opposite of 

the foppish english inspector. Mcgray’s tragic past has 

driven him to superstition, but even Frey must admit that 

this case seems beyond belief. . . .

There was no way in or out of the locked music studio. 

And there are black-magic symbols on the floor. The dead 

man’s maid swears there were three musicians playing 

before the murder. And the suspects all talk of a cursed 

violin once played by the devil himself.

inspector Frey has always been a man of reason—but 

the longer this investigation goes on, the more his grasp on 

reason seems to be slipping. . . .

oscar	de	muriel was born in Mexico City. He is a violinist, 

translator, chemist, and writer who lives in lancashire. This 

is his first novel.

The	brutal	slaying	of	a	violinist	in	his	home	sparks	a	locked-room,	victorian	murder	mystery	

investigated	by	two	diametrically	opposed	Edinburgh	detectives.

ThE	STRINGS	oF	muRDER
A Novel

oSCAr de MUriel
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“Morris’s descriptions of battles, political shenanigans, 

and betrayals are as clear as a bell and his enthusiasm for 

his subject helps to make this biography something of a 

page turner.”					—Providence	Journal

“A painstakingly researched and highly readable ac-

count. vivid details and an engaging narrative style bring 

the man and his period to life. Highly recommended for 

scholars and generalists alike interested in the Middle 

Ages.”					—Library	Journal	(starred	review)

“richly contextual treatment of a pivotal Medieval english 

monarch. An elucidating biography.”					—Kirkus	Reviews

edward i is familiar to millions as “longshanks,” conqueror 

of Scotland and nemesis of Sir William Wallace.

yet that story forms only the final chapter of the king’s 

action-packed life. earlier, edward raised the greatest 

armies of the Middle Ages and summoned the largest 

parliaments; notoriously, he expelled all the Jews from his 

kingdom.

in this book, Marc Morris examines afresh the forces 

that drove edward throughout his relentless career: his 

character, his Christian faith, and his sense of england’s 

destiny—a sense shaped largely by the tales of the 

legendary King Arthur. Morris also explores the competing 

reasons that led edward’s opponents (including robert 

Bruce) to resist him.

The result is a sweeping story, immaculately researched 

yet compellingly told, and a vivid picture of medieval 

Britain at the moment when its future was decided.

marc	morris is a historian and broadcaster specializing in 

the Middle Ages. He is also the author of the Wall Street 

Journal and USA Today bestselling The Norman Conquest. 

He lives in england.

The	first	major	biography	of	the	formidable	Edward	I,	whose	reign	was	one	of	the	most	significant	of	

the	entire	middle	ages,	leading	to	war	and	conquest	on	an	unprecedented	scale.

a	GREaT	aND	TERRIBLE	KING
edward i and the Forging of Britain

MArC MorriS
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a	London	Sunday	Times	Top	10	bestseller

“A gripping account of British fighter pilots in the pacific.”

					—Rick	Stroud,	author	of	Rifleman

“Will iredale writes with verve and expertise to illuminate 

the story of the young men who lived and died at the 

end of the war in the battle against Japan in the summer 

of 1945. His story is laced with vivid anecdotes which 

wonderfully illustrate the character and calibre of the 

individuals who took up this great challenge.”

					—Jonathan	Dimbleby,	author	of	Destiny	in	the	Desert:		

The	Road	to	El	alamein

in May 1945, with victory in europe established, the war 

was all but over. But on the other side of the world, the 

Allies were still engaged in a bitter struggle to control the 

pacific. And it was then that the Japanese unleashed a ter-

rible new form of warfare: the suicide pilots, or Kamikaze.

drawing on meticulous research and unique personal 

access to the remaining survivors, Will iredale follows 

a group of young men from the moment they signed up 

through their initial training to the terrifying reality of 

fighting against pilots who, in the cruel last summer 

of the war, chose death rather than risk their country’s 

dishonorable defeat—and deliberately flew their planes 

into Allied ships, mainly aircraft carriers.

Will	 Iredale joined the london Sunday Times in 1999, 

working first on the foreign news desk and subsequently 

undercover investigations. He lives in london with his 

family. This is his first book.

an	extraordinary	story	of	courage,	valor,	and	dogged	determination—the	vivid	account	of	how	a	

few	brave	young	pilots	ensured	lasting	peace	during	World	War	II.

ThE	KamIKazE	huNTERS
Fighting for the pacific: 1945

Will iredAle
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The day his mother dies, Meursault notices that it is very hot on the bus that is taking him from Algiers to 

the retirement home where his mother lived; so hot that he falls asleep.

later, while waiting for the wake to begin, the harsh electric lights in the room make him extremely 

uncomfortable, so he gratefully accepts the coffee the caretaker offers him and smokes a cigarette. The 

same burning sun that so oppresses him during the funeral walk will once again blind the calm, reserved 

Meursault as he walks along a deserted beach a few days later—leading him to commit an irreparable act.

This new illustrated edition of Camus’s classic novel The Stranger portrays an enigmatic man who com-

mits a senseless crime and then calmly, and apparently indifferently, sits through his trial and hears himself 

condemned to death.

albert	Camus was born in Algeria in 1913. during World War ii, he joined the resistance movement in 

paris, then became editor-in-chief of the newspaper Combat during the liberation. A novelist, playwright, 

and essayist, he is most famous for his novels The Stranger and The plague. He was awarded the Nobel 

prize for literature in 1957.

Jacques	Ferrandez	was born in Algeria in 1955. in 1987, he began his Notebooks from the orient, a 

series of panoramic portraits depicting the history of the French presence in Algeria, for which he 

was awarded the Historia prix Spécial. An indisputable expert on the Algerian question, he adapted 

Camus’s short story The guest as a graphic novel before undertaking this new interpretation of The 
Stranger. His books have been the subject of many exhibitions in France and Algeria.

Sandra	 Smith is the translator of all twelve novels by irène Némirovsky; a new translation of Camus’s 

l’etranger (The outsider, penguin UK); and The Necklace and other Stories: Maupassant for Modern Times 

(liveright). Her translation of Némirovsky’s Suite Française won the French-American Foundation and Flor-

ence gould Foundation Translation prize for Fiction, as well as the peN Book-of-the-Month Club Translation 

prize. After ten years as a Fellow of robinson College, Cambridge, Smith now lives in New york.

a	visually	stunning	adaptation	of	albert	Camus’s	masterpiece	that	offers	an	exciting		

new	graphic	interpretation	while	retaining	the	book’s	unique	sensibility.

ThE	STRaNGER
The graphic Novel

JACQUeS FerrANdez
translated by sandra smith

•	 major	review	attention
•	 Goodreads	giveaway
•	 advance	reading	copies
•	 Co-op	available
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“A meticulously researched history chock-full of names and 

race information, featuring mini-profiles of several men who 

have been last-place finishers in the race and are called 

lanternes rouges.”					—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

“A fascinating account that focuses on the many stories, 

both real and mythical, associated with what is termed 

lanterne rouge, or the cyclist who finishes in last place 

at the famed Tour de France bike race. Captivating, 

thoroughly researched, and well-written.”

					—Library	Journal	(starred	review)

“An engaging psychological consideration of winning and 

losing. An obvious choice for serious cycling fans, leonard’s 

approachable study will also please general sports fans, 

history enthusiasts, and those who root for the underdog.”

					—Shelf	awareness

Froome, Wiggins, Merckx—we know the winners of the 

Tour de France, but lanterne rouge tells the forgotten, 

often inspirational, and occasionally absurd stories of the 

last-placed rider. We learn of stage winners and former 

yellow jerseys who tasted life at the other end of the 

bunch; the breakaway leader who stopped for a bottle of 

wine and then took a wrong turn; the doper whose drug 

cocktail accidentally slowed him down; and the rider who 

was recognized as the most combative despite finishing at 

the back.

Max leonard flips the Tour de France on its head and 

examines what these stories tell us about ourselves, the 99% 

who don’t win the trophy, and forces us to re-examine the 

meaning of success, failure, and the very nature of sport.

max	Leonard	is a writer and amateur cyclist. He has written 

for esquire, Monocle, rouler, daily Telegraph, rapha, and 

others and is the author of the City Cycling europe guides. 

He has never knowingly come first—or last—in anything. He 

lives in london.

a	lively	and	entertaining	history	of	the	riders	who	have	come	in	last	place	during	the	grueling		

three-thousand-mile	Tour	de	France.

LaNTERNE	RouGE
The last Man in the Tour de France

MAx leoNArd
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The world’s principal measure of the health of economies 

is gross domestic product, or gdp: the sum of what all of 

us spend every day, from the contents of our weekly shop-

ping to large capital spending by businesses. gdp also 

includes the myriad things that our governments pay for, 

from libraries and road-line painting to naval dockyards 

and nuclear weapons.

The great invention reveals how in just a few decades 

gdp became the world’s most powerful formula: how 

six algebraic symbols forged in the fires of the 1930s’ 

economic crisis helped europe and America prosper, how 

the remedy now risks killing the patient it once saved, 

and how this fundamentally flawed metric is creating the 

illusion of global prosperity—and why many world leaders 

want to be able to ignore it but so far remain powerless 

to do so.

drawing on interviews, firsthand accounts, and 

previously neglected source materials, The great 

invention takes readers on a journey from Capitol Hill to 

Whitehall—on the trail of theories made in Cambridge, 

tested in Karachi, and designed for global application—

into the minds of unworldly geniuses seduced by the 

allure of power and the demands of politics.

Ehsan	 masood	 is a science writer, journalist, and broad-

caster. Formerly on the editorial staff of Nature and New 

Scientist, he is currently the editor of research Fortnight 

and research europe and teaches international science 

policy at imperial College london. As well as writing for 

The Times (london), prospect, The guardian, and le 

Monde, he is a frequent presenter for BBC radio. He lives 

in london.

The	fascinating	story	of	one	of	the	twentieth	century’s	most	influential	and	dangerously		

addictive	ideas,	told	through	the	lives	of	those	who	invented	it.

ThE	GREaT	INvENTIoN
The Story of gdp and the Making (and Unmaking) of the Modern World 

eHSAN MASood
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From	New	york	Times	bestselling	author	Kate	Williams,	the	new	novel	in	The	Storms	of	War	trilogy	

finds	young	Celia	de	Witt	embracing	the	Roaring	Twenties	in	postwar	London.

Praise	for	The	Storms	of	War:

“Quietly impressive. it echoes of classic novels (Atonement, 

Brideshead revisited). Hard to put down. A new perspective 

on an old war. gripping, thoughtful, heartbreaking, and, 

above all, human.”										—Kirkus	Reviews	(starred)

“Those who enjoy their history in fictionalized form need 

look no further.”	 	 	 	 	 —alison	 Weir,	 #1	 New	 york	 Times

	bestselling	author

“Kate Williams is a vivid writer, conjuring atmosphere 

through scents and tastes.”

					—The	Times	Literary	Supplement

“This detailed, descriptive novel brings an era to life. As 

atmospheric as Anne perry’s WWi books and as spellbind-

ing as Ken Follett’s Fall of giants.”					—Booklist	(starred)

in the aftermath of World War i, the de Witt family is strug-

gling to piece together the shattered fragments of their lives.

rudolf and his wife verena, still reeling from the loss of 

their second son, don’t know how to function in the post-

war world. Stoneythorpe Hall has become an empty shell 

with no servants to ensure its upkeep.

Celia, the de Witts’ youngest daughter, is still desperate 

to spread her wings and see more of the world. To escape 

Stoneythorpe and the painful secrets that lie there, she 

moves to london and embraces life and love in the roaring 

Twenties.

Kate	 Williams is the author of the New york Times 

bestselling Becoming Queen victoria. She is CNN’s 

special correspondent and their in-house expert on 

royalty and British history, as well as broadcasting on 

other channels. She lives in london.

ThE	EDGE	oF	ThE	FaLL
A Novel

KATe WilliAMS
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ThE	DEaD	DoN’T	BLEED
A Novel

dAvid KrUgler

In	an	astonishing	World	War	II	thriller,	a	young	naval	intelligence	officer	goes	undercover	to	solve	a	

murder	and	prevent	the	Soviets	from	stealing	the	secrets	of	america’s	atomic	bomb	project.

Past	praise	for	David	Krugler:

“This powerful book captures the high cost and high stakes 

of the War for democracy brought home.”

										—adriane	Lentz-Smith,	Duke	university

“lively and deeply informed, Krugler’s book is both 

compelling reading and a wake-up call to the American 

public and its elected representatives.”

					—howard	F.	Gillette,	Jr.,	author	of		

Between	Justice	and	Beauty

“deeply researched and engagingly written, this book offers 

imagined—but firmly grounded—scenarios of the chaos an 

actual nuclear attack would surely have unleashed.”

					—Paul	Boyer,	author	of	By	the	Bomb’s	Early	Light

Washington, d.C., 1945.

victory in the war looms, but a new fear transfixes the 

wartime capital. Fear of communist spies and the atomic 

secrets they covet. When the corpse of a Navy intelligence 

officer is found on a cobblestone back alley, lt. voigt is 

called in to investigate. it’s his first murder, but in the plot 

that he quickly begins unraveling, it won’t be his last.

pursuing crosses and double-crosses, voigt goes 

undercover and the fragments he discovers (a defecting 

german physicist, a top-secret lab in New Mexico, and 

Uranium-235) suggest something far larger than the usual 

spy v. spy shenanigans. Soon he’s in a race to identify the 

killer, to keep the bomb away from the russians—and to 

keep ahead of his own secrets.

David	Krugler	is a historian and author. His works of non-

fiction include books on government propaganda, Cold 

War civil defense, and racial conflict in the United States. 

He is a professor of history at the University of Wisconsin-

platteville.
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“incisive and engaging. Finn captures the reasons behind Japan’s running success, but he also honestly 

explores the challenges it is facing, which are mirrored in wider Japanese society. A fascinating read.”

					—mara	yamuchi

“Combines great storytelling with immersive research.”					—alexandra	heminsley,	author	of	Running	Like	a	Girl

“Brilliant, funny, charming and wise. Finn shows why the way of the runner: the racing and preparation, but 

also the culture, diet and lifestyle, is really a way of life.”					—Robin	harvie,	author	of	Why	We	Run

it may come as a surprise to many people, but Japan is the most running-obsessed country on earth. A 

135-mile relay race, or “ekiden,” is the country’s biggest annual sporting event. Thousands of professional 

runners compete for corporate teams in some of the most competitive races in the world. The legendary 

“marathon monks” run a thousand marathons in a thousand days to reach spiritual enlightenment.

yet so much of Japan’s running culture remains a mystery to the outside world, on par with many of the 

unique aspects of contemporary Japan. Adharanand Finn, the award-winning author of running with the 
Kenyans, will spend six months immersed in this one-of-a-kind running culture to discover what it might 

teach us about the sport and about Japan.

As an amateur runner about to turn forty, he is also hoping to find out whether a Japanese approach to 

training might help him run faster. What he learns—about competition, teamwork, form, chasing personal 

bests, and about himself—will fascinate and surprise anyone who wants to explore why we run and how we 

might do it better.

adharanand	Finn is the author of running with the Kenyans, which was shortlisted for the William Hill 

Sports Book Award. He is an editor at the guardian and a freelance journalist. He currently competes 

with the Torbay Athletic Club in devon, U.K., where he lives with his family. Follow him on Twitter at  

@adharanand.

Welcome	to	Japan,	home	to	a	unique	running	culture	unlike	anything	adharanand	Finn,	author	of	

Running	with	the	Kenyans,	has	ever	experienced.

ThE	Way	oF	ThE	RuNNER
A Journey into the Fabled World of Japanese running

AdHArANANd FiNN

•	 off - the -book-page	features
•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 Digital	outreach	to	running	websites
•	 advance	reading	copies
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ShaKESPEaRE	aND	ThE	CouNTESS
The Battle that gave Birth to the globe

CHriS lAoUTAriS

“Life	comes	close	to	imitating	art	in	Shakespeare	and	the	Countess.	Laoutaris	resuscitates	as	the	

great	playwright’s	foil	the	long-forgotten	Elizabeth	Russell.”	—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review
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“engaging and informative. readers will get a bird’s eye 

view of court life, religious infighting, political scheming, 

competing spies and international intrigue at the turn of 

the 17th century. laoutaris is an indefatigable researcher 

and a fine prose stylist.”					—The	Providence	Journal

“Fabulous! Chris laoutaris reveals an untold story about 

William Shakespeare. it’s a gripping tale that enables us 

to see Shakespeare in a new light. i could not recommend 

it highly enough.”	 	 	 	 	 —#1	 New	 york	 Times	 bestselling

	author	alison	Weir

“Surprising. elizabeth deserves the years of research and 

hundreds of pages that laoutaris has given her; she can 

now join the gallery of neglected women resurrected by 

feminist scholarship.”					—The	Washington	Post

in November 1596, a countess signed a document that 

would nearly destroy the career of William Shakespeare. 

Who was this woman who played such an instrumental, 

yet little-known, role in Shakespeare’s life? Never far from 

controversy when she was alive—she sparked numerous ri-

ots and indulged in acts of bribery, breaking-and-entering, 

and kidnapping—lady elizabeth russell has been edited 

out of public memory, yet the chain of events she set in 

motion would make Shakespeare the legendary figure we 

all know today.

Dr.	Chris	Laoutaris is a lecturer and Birmingham Fellow 

at The Shakespeare institute in Shakespeare’s birthplace 

of Stratford-Upon-Avon. As well as being recently 

commissioned as a contributor to Cambridge University’s 

Cambridge guide to Shakespeare’s First Folio, he is 

currently working on a project for the Shakespeare institute 

called Team Shakespeare: The Men who Created the 

Shakespeare legacy. He lives in england.
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“A smart, funny, readable book on economics, money, and 

women.”					—@margaret	atwood

“Who cooked Adam Smith’s dinner? His mother, of course. 

From this compelling insight, Marçal builds her critique 

of economic man, exposing him for the sham he really 

is. erudite, furious, and eminently readable, this book will 

send a great many economists running for cover.”

					—Philip	Roscoe,	author	of	I	Spend,	Therefore	I	am

“A spirited and witty manifesto. Commanding rhetoric 

punctuated with spiky wit.”					—The	New	Statesman

“Marçal’s book is instructive, angry, and funny: economic 

man has met his match.”	 	 	 	 	 —Nina	 Power,	 author	 of	

one	Dimensional	Woman		

How do you get your dinner? That is the basic question 

of economics. When philosopher Adam Smith proclaimed 

that our actions are motivated by self-interest, he used the 

example of the baker and the butcher to lay the founda-

tions for his “economic man.” He argued that the baker and 

butcher didn’t give bread and meat out of the goodness 

of their hearts. it’s an ironic point of view coming from a 

bachelor who lived with his mother for most of his life—a 

woman who cooked his dinner every night.

A kind of femininst Freakonomics, Who Cooked Adam 

Smith’s dinner? charts the myth of economic man—from its 

origins at Adam Smith’s dinner table, its adaptation by the 

Chicago School, and its disastrous role in the 2008 global 

Financial Crisis—in a witty and courageous dismantling of 

one of the biggest myths of our time.

Katrine	marçal	is the lead editorial writer for the Swedish 

newspaper Aftonbladet. For her book Who Cooked Adam 

Smith’s dinner?, she was shortlisted for the August prize 

and won the lagercrantzen Award. She lives in london.

Who	CooKED	aDam	SmITh’S	DINNER?
A Story of Women and economics 

KATriNe MArçAl

a	funny,	clever,	and	thought-provoking	examination	of	the	myth	of	the	“economic	man”	

	and	its	impact	on	the	global	economy.

•	 Digital	and	social	media	campaign
•	 outreach	to	feminist	outlets
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“god is Not Here is all about the moral weight of what 

individuals do in the country’s name. i found it a powerful 

piece of work.”					—James	Fallows,	The	atlantic	monthly

“Captures an essential lesson about the war in iraq. Sear-

ing and often brutal. As edmonds’ account so telling dem-

onstrates, much more remains to be done.”

     —The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

“This blunt, taut account addresses the profound ramifica-

tions edmonds’s work in the war have had on his emotional 

well-being.”     —Publishers	Weekly

in May 2005, lieutenant Colonel Bill russell edmonds of the 

U.S. Army Special Forces, a decorated counter-terrorism ex-

pert, was deployed to the iraqi city of Mosul, which was boil-

ing over. His job was to advise an iraqi intelligence officer 

on the art of interrogations, collect intelligence, and monitor 

the capture and interrogation of insurgents, while apply-

ing the brakes on more extreme tactics and torture. From a 

makeshift basement prison, he would witness a never-ending 

cycle of some of the darkest things humanity could create.

in god is Not Here, edmonds reveals his emotional, psy-

chological, and spiritual trauma—and the tortuous process 

of his reassembly—while providing a raw look at what hap-

pened overseas.

With more than twenty years of service,  Lieutenant	Colonel	

Bill	 Russell	 Edmonds is a decorated counterterrorism 

and counterinsurgency expert who has served in various 

positions throughout the Special operations community 

and with other U.S. government agencies. Bill is a native of 

Southern California.

Thomas	Ricks (foreword) is the three-time New york Times 

bestselling author of Making the Corps, Fiasco, and The 

generals and a winner of the pulitzer prize.

a	powerful	and	intimate	look	into	torture	and	its	effect	on	both	the	tortured	and	the	torturer.

GoD	IS	NoT	hERE
A Soldier’s Struggle with Torture, Trauma, and the Moral injuries of War

lieUTeNANT ColoNel Bill rUSSell edMoNdS
foreword by thomas ricks
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advance	praise	from	England:

“A marvellous romp.”					—The	Times	(London)

“A nail-biting chronicle. The clash of blades, the whiz-

zing bullets, and galloping hooves guarantee nonstop 

adventure.”					—The	Literary	Review

“A colourful tale of life in the shadow of the gallows.”

					—The	Spectator

one morning in May 1671, a man disguised as a parson 

daringly attempted to seize the Crown Jewels from the Tow-

er of london. Astonishingly, he managed to escape with 

the regalia and crown before being apprehended. And yet 

he was not executed for treason. instead, the king granted 

him a generous income and he became a familiar strutting 

figure in the royal court.

This man was Colonel Thomas Blood, a notorious turn-

coat and fugitive from justice. Nicknamed the “Father of 

all Treasons,” he had been involved in an attempted coup 

d’etat in ireland as well as countless plots to assassinate 

Charles ii. in an age of gossip and intrigue, the restored Stu-

art king decided Blood was more useful to him alive than 

dead. But while serving as his personal spy, Blood was con-

spiring with Charles’ enemies. 

in The Audacious Crimes of Colonel Blood, historian 

robert Hutchinson paints a vivid portrait of a double agent 

bent on ambiguous political and personal motivation, and 

provides an extraordinary account of the perils and con-

spiracies that abounded in restoration england.

Robert	hutchinson is the bestselling author of The last 

days of Henry viii, elizabeth’s Spymaster, Thomas Crom-

well, House of Treason, young Henry, and The Spanish 

Armada. He lives in england.

The	dramatic	story	of	one	of	the	most	enigmatic	and	alluring	figures	in	British	history:		

a	dangerous	double	agent	and	Irish	rogue	in	the	court	of	King	Charles	II.

ThE	auDaCIouS	CRImES	oF	
CoLoNEL	BLooD

The Spy Who Stole the Crown Jewels and Became the King’s Secret Agent

roBerT HUTCHiNSoN
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The	most	infamous	doctor	of	the	Gothic	Era	once	again	delves	into	the	forbidden	secrets	of	the	
world,	when	literature’s	most	famous	creature	lives	again.	.	.	.

IN	ThE	ShaDoW	oF	FRaNKENSTEIN
Tales of the Modern prometheus

ediTed By STepHeN JoNeS
foreword by neil gaiman

Frankenstein.

His very name conjures up images of plundered graves, secret laboratories, electrical experiments, and 

reviving the dead. Within these pages, the maddest doctor of them all and his demented disciples once 

again delve into the Secrets of life, as science fiction meets horror when the world’s most famous creature 

lives again.

Here are collected together for the first time twenty-four electrifying tales of cursed creation that are 

guaranteed to spark your interest—with classics from the pulp magazines by robert Bloch and Manly Wade 

Wellman, modern masterpieces from ramsey Campbell, dennis etchison, Karl edward Wagner, david J. 

Schow, and r. Chetwynd-Hayes, and new contributions from graham Masterson, Basil Copper, John Brun-

ner, guy N. Smith, Kim Newman, paul J. McAuley, roberta lannes, Michael Marshall Smith, daniel Fox, 

Adrian Cole, Nancy Kilpatrick, Brian Mooney, and lisa Morton. plus, you’re sure to get a charge from three 

complete novels, including Mary Shelley’s original masterpiece Frankenstein; or, The Modern prometheus.
As an electrical storm rages overhead, the generators are charged up, and beneath the sheet a cold form 

awaits its miraculous rebirth. Now it’s time to throw that switch and discover all that Man Was Never Meant 

to Know.

•	 Publication	will	coincide	with	a	new	Frankenstein	film	starring	James	mcavoy	and	Daniel	
Radclif fe	as	victor	and	Igor

•	 a	foreword	by	Neil	Gaiman
•	 Includes	mary	Shelley’s	original	Frankenstein	in	its	entirety

Stephen	Jones is a former television producer and director. He is the winner of three World Fantasy Awards, 

four Horror Writers Association Bram Stoker Awards and three international Horror guild Awards, as well 

as being a recipient many times of the British Fantasy Award and a Hugo Award nominee. He lives in 

england.

Neil	Gaiman is the #1 New york Times bestselling author of more than twenty books and is the recipient 

of numerous literary honors. originally from england, he now lives in America.

•	 Targeted	horror	media	outreach
•	 Goodreads	giveaway
•	 advance	reading	copies
•	 Co-op	available
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advance	Praise	from	the	uK:

“it is a brave book . . . and a beautiful book.”

					—Robert	macfarlane

“A subtle, thoughtful study of life on the sixtieth parallel. 

Highly enjoyable.”					—The	Financial	Times

“A promising debut from the new school of travel writing 

examines the significance of place and what it means to 

belong. Tallack is one of a burgeoning group of young 

travel writers who have reinvigorated the genre with 

elements of psychogeography: the study of how places 

make us feel.”					—Will	Self,	The	Guardian

The sixtieth parallel marks a borderland between the north-

ern and southern worlds. Wrapping itself around the lower 

reaches of Finland, Sweden, and Norway, it crosses the tip 

of greenland and the southern coast of Alaska, and slices 

the great expanses of russia and Canada in half. The par-

allel also passes through Shetland, where Malachy Tallack 

has spent most of his life.

in Sixty degrees North, Tallack travels westward, ex-

ploring the landscapes of the parallel and the ways that 

people have interacted with those landscapes, highlighting 

themes of wildness and community, isolation and engage-

ment, exile and memory.

 An intimate journey of the heart and mind, Sixty degrees 

North begins with the author’s loss of his father and his own 

troubled relationship with Shetland, and concludes with an 

embrace of the place he calls home.

malachy	 Tallack has written for the New Statesman, 

the guardian, and the Scottish review of Books, among 

other publications. He won a New Writers Award from the 

Scottish Book Trust in 2014 and the robert louis Stevenson 

Fellowship in 2015. He is editor of the online magazine 

The island review and co-editor of Fair isle: Through the 

Seasons. He lives in glasgow, Scotland.

From	the	northern	wilds	of	Greenland	and	Scotland	to	the	faraway	reaches	of	Scandinavia	and	Siberia,	

a	moving	meditation	on	the	allure	of	travel	and	the	meaning	of	home.

SIxTy	DEGREES	NoRTh
Around the World in Search of Home

MAlACHy TAllACK
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a	witty,	authoritative,	and	often	provocative	guide	to	the	use	and	abuse	of	the	English	language,		

by	the	London	Times’s	lead	grammar	columnist.
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advance	Praise:

“A unique and indispensable guide to usage. it’s 

distinguished by the author’s keen discernment, his 

reliance on scholarship, and an ability to cite literary 

examples of contested constructions that is literally (yes, 

literally) awesome (yes, awesome).”	 	 	 	 	 —Steven	 Pinker,	

New	york	Times	bestselling		

author	of	The	Sense	of	Style

“entertaining and refreshing. A welcome corrective to 

the notion that there is an objective standard we should 

strive for, and a celebration of a language in flux.”

					—Ian	Critchley,	The	Sunday	Times	

“A joyous and joyously liberating assault on the ‘rules’ 

of grammar which are little more than a hodgepodge 

of contradictory superstitions. Kamm’s weapons are 

erudition and raw polemical vigor. it is the most sensible 

style guide i have read.”					—The	Spectator

Are standards of english alright—or should that be all 

right? To knowingly split an infinitive or not to? And what 

about ending a sentence with preposition, or for that mat-

ter beginning one with “and”?

We learn language by instinct, but good english, the 

pedants tell us, requires rules. yet, as oliver Kamm cleverly 

demonstrates in this new book, many of the purists’ 

prohibitions are bogus and can be cheerfully disregarded. 

Accidence Will Happen is an authoritative and deeply 

reassuring guide to grammar, style, and the linguistic 

conundrums we all face.

oliver	Kamm	is a chief columnist for the london Times. As 

a self-confessed reformed pedant, he is the newspaper’s 

unofficial expert on language and style, a subject he 

tackles in his long-running immensely popular weekly 

column “The pedant.” He lives in england.

aCCIDENCE	WILL	haPPEN
A recovering pedant’s guide to english language and Style

oliver KAMM
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“Kelly fantastically recreates the claustrophobic mood of 

england under siege with period details.”

     —Cleveland	Plain	Dealer

“Here’s hoping this will be the first of many installments 

featuring the endearing lamb.” 				—Library	Journal

“The novel vividly evokes the era and setting. i greatly 

enjoyed this story and look forward to reading more of 

inspector lamb’s cases in the future. recommended.”

 				—historical	Novel	Society

german bombers are arriving daily, seeking to decimate 

england.

But in a rural Hampshire village, things have remained 

fairly quiet—until an elderly loner, Will Blackwell, is brutally 

murdered. The method of his killing bears the hallmarks 

of the traditional vanquishing of a witch, and indeed, lo-

cal legend claims that as a boy, Blackwell encountered a 

ghostly black dog sent from the devil, who struck a bargain 

for Blackwell’s soul.

Not long after the murder, a young woman who is carry-

ing the illegitimate child of a fighter pilot also is violently 

killed; then a local drunkard ends up in an abandoned mill 

with the back of his head bashed in. As the germans con-

tinue their relentless attack, detective inspector Thomas 

lamb rushes to solve the crimes. do the killer’s motivations 

lie in the murky regions of the occult?

Stephen	 Kelly is an award-winning editor and newspaper 

columnist. His work has appeared in the Baltimore Sun, the 

Washington post, and Baltimore Magazine. He has a Master 

of Arts from the Johns Hopkins University Writing Seminars 

and has taught writing at Hopkins, Towson University, and 

Sweet Briar College. He lives in Columbia, Maryland.

as	the	shadow	of	World	War	II	descends	over	Europe,	Detective	Inspector	Thomas	Lamb	hunts	for	an	

elusive	killer	behind	the	veil	of	a	seemingly	charming	English	village.

ThE	LaNGuaGE	oF	ThE	DEaD
An inspector lamb Novel

STepHeN Kelly
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Praise	for	The	Language	of	the	Dead:

“Charles Todd fans will welcome Kelly’s first novel, a 

superior whodunit set in WWii england. lamb, who’s 

haunted by his experiences in WWi, is a complex lead 

meriting further outings.”     —Publishers	Weekly

“A fine-grained first novel.”     —Kirkus	Reviews

“A very promising debut.”					—open	Letters	monthly

“Kelly fantastically recreates the claustrophobic mood of 

england under siege with period details.”

					—Cleveland	Plain	Dealer

in the late summer of 1942, as the war in europe deepens, 

long-buried secrets begin to surface in the Hampshire 

village of Winstead, when the body of a young woman—a 

former conscientious objector—is found shot to death in 

the church cemetery. The woman’s only connection to 

Winstead seems to be that she lately had joined a group 

of conscripted workers who are building a prisoner-of-war 

camp on an abandoned farm near the village. But detective 

Chief inspector Thomas lamb, who is called in to solve the 

case, has his doubts.

As lamb pieces together the connections between the 

crimes, he draws closer to the source of evil in Winstead’s 

past and present and, in the end, must risk his own life to 

uncover the truth.

Stephen	Kelly is an award-winning editor and newspaper 

columnist. He is also the author of The language of the 

dead, the first novel in the inspector lamb series. He has a 

Master of Arts from the Johns Hopkins University Writing 

Seminars and has taught writing at Hopkins, Towson 

University, and Sweet Briar College. He lives in Columbia, 

Maryland.

In	the	late	summer	of	1942,	Detective	Chief	Inspector	Thomas	Lamb	must	risk	his	life	to	solve		

the	mystery	of	a	series	of	killings	in	a	hampshire	village	brimming	with	buried	secrets.

ThE	WaGES	oF	DESIRE
An inspector lamb Novel

STepHeN Kelly
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“A plainspoken but urgent account that is deeply critical 

of israel’s policies.” 					—Kirkus	Reviews

“Bregman’s deep familiarity with the material and his 

stylistic clarity will appeal to readers seeking an overview 

of the Arab-israeli conflict.”

					—Publishers	Weekly	(starred	review)	

“Ahron Bregman may be one of the most pointedly qualified 

people on earth to write a book about the israeli occupation 

of palestine that began in the wake of 1967’s Six-day War. 

Bregman takes his readers through the entire torturous 

narrative of the israeli occupation of the captured territories. 

This is an entirely sober account of an insane and vicious 

reality.”					—open	Letters	monthly

in a move that would forever alter the map of the Middle 

east, israel captured the West Bank, golan Heights, gaza 

Strip, and Sinai peninsula in 1967’s brief but pivotal Six-

day War. Cursed victory is the first complete history of 

the war’s troubled aftermath—a military occupation of the 

palestinian territories that is now well into its fifth decade.

As Bregman concludes, the occupation has become a 

dark stain on israel’s history. Cursed victory is essential 

reading for anyone who wants to understand the origins of 

the ongoing conflict in the region.

Born in israel in 1958, ahron	Bregman was a soldier in the 

1982 lebanon War and reached the rank of captain. He then 

studied in Jerusalem and london, completing a doctorate 

in War Studies at King’s College london. An academic 

and journalist, Bregman teaches at the department of War 

Studies, King’s College london.

an	authoritative	and	impassioned	history	of	the	aftermath	of	the	Six-Day	War—by	a	former	Israeli	

soldier—and	a	cogent	argument	for	an	end	to	the	occupation.

CuRSED	vICToRy
israel and the occupied Territories: A History

AHroN BregMAN
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Praise	for	The	ancient	olympics:

“A fascinating book, with much to teach. He brings alive 

the place, the time, and the brutal men who came together 

to fiercely compete for honor and glory.” 					—uSa	Today

“Well informed and concise. As for the origin of the 

games, in his view, that is simple: it is war.”

 					—The	New	york	Review	of	Books

“lively and accessible. The book is learned without being 

scholarly. Fascinating.” 					—The	Wall	Street	Journal

“Thoughtful and approachable.” 					—The	Boston	Globe

“A delightful tour through ancient greece with plenty for 

the sports-minded, historian, greek scholar, and linguist.”

 					—St.	Petersburg	Times

An authoritative and accessible study of the founda-

tions, development, and enduring legacy of the cultures of 

greece and rome, centered on ten locations of seminal im-

portance in the development of Classical civilization.

Starting with Troy, where history, myth, and cosmology 

fuse to form the origins of Classical civilization, Nigel Spivey 

explores the contrasting politics of Athens and Sparta, 

the diffusion of classical ideals across the Mediterranean 

world, Classical science and philosophy, the eastward 

export of greek culture with the conquests of Alexander 

the great, the power and spread of the roman imperium, 

and the long Byzantine twilight of Antiquity.

Nigel	Spivey is professor of Classical Art and Archaeology 

at Cambridge. He is the author of Songs on Bronze: The 

greek Myths Made real and The Ancient olympics and 

presented the television series “How Art Made the World” 

for the BBC. He lives in Cambridge, england.

a	lively	and	informed	investigation	into	the	roots	of	Western	civilization,	taking	the	reader	on	an	

illuminating	journey	from	Troy,	athens,	and	Sparta	to	utopia,	alexandria,	and	Rome.

ThE	CLaSSICaL	WoRLD
The Foundations of the West and the enduring legacy of Antiquity

Nigel Spivey
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“The Book of Spice will lift your heart, mind and taste-buds. 

A fine work of history, geography, politics and ‘gastronomic 

empathy.’” 					—Shami	Chakrabarti,	author	of	on	Liberty

“Clever, atmospheric and elegant.” 					—The	Times	

“Witty and beautifully observed.” 					—The	Daily	mail	

“Shamelessly endearing.” 					—The	Guardian

Spices are rare things, at once familiar and exotic, 

comforting us in favorite dishes while evoking far-flung 

countries, Arabian souks, trade winds, colonial conquests, 

and vast fortunes. From anise to zedoary, The Book of 

Spice reveals the fascinating stories behind some of our 

favorite flavors.

John o’Connell’s bite-size chapters combine insights 

on history and art, religion and medicine, culture and 

science, richly seasoned with anecdotes and recipes. 

discover why Cleopatra bathed in saffron and mare’s 

milk, why wormwood-laced absinthe caused eighteenth-

century drinkers to hallucinate, and how cloves harvested 

in remote indonesian islands found their way into a 

kitchen in ancient Syria.

Almost every kitchen contains a tin of cloves or a stick of 

cinnamon, almost every dish a pinch of something, whether 

chili or cumin. Crossing Nathaniel’s Nutmeg with Claudia 

roden, this is culinary history at its most appetizing.

John	 o’Connell worked at Time out (london) and now 

writes for The Times, guardian, New Statesman, and 

National. He is the author of i Told you i Was ill and the 

novella The Baskerville legacy. He lives in london with his 

family, and his favorite spice is cumin.

an	introduction	to	spices	and	their	unique	properties,	both	medicinal	and	magical,	alongside	the	

fascinating	histories	behind	both	kitchen	staples	and	esoteric	luxuries.

ThE	BooK	oF	SPICE
From Anise to zedoary

JoHN o’CoNNell
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Praise	for	The	Sun	Kings:

“Herein lies the tale of intrepid astronomers, across time 

and cultures, who were the first to observe, identify, and 

document our misbehaving Sun. A delightful, informative 

read.” 					—Neil	deGrasse	Tyson

“A sprightly and spirited narrative. i found myself capti-

vated by the characters, the colossal problems they tack-

led, and the stunning conclusions they finally reached.”

 					—Dava	Sobel,	author	of	Longitude		

and	Galileo’s	Daughter

“Stuart Clark illuminates the dawn of astrophysics. The 

scientists in this tale blend a passion for their work with 

the more worldly passions of pride, jealousy, greed, and 

lust.” 					—Robert	P.	Kirshner,	harvard	university

on March 21, 2013, the european Space Agency released a 

map of the afterglow of the Big Bang. Taking in 440 sextil-

lion kilometers of space and 13.8 billion years of time, it is 

physically impossible to make a better map: we will never 

see the early universe in more detail. on the one hand, 

such a view is the apotheosis of modern cosmology, on the 

other, it threatens to undermine almost everything we hold 

cosmologically sacrosanct.

The map contains anomalies that challenge our 

understanding of the universe. it will force us to revisit what 

is known and what is unknown, to construct a new model 

of our universe. This is the first book to address what will 

be an epoch-defining scientific paradigm shift.

Stuart	Clark	 has a ph.d. in astrophysics. His first book, 

The Sun Kings, was shortlisted for the royal Society Sci-

ence Book prize and won the Association of American 

publishers professional and Scholarly publishing Award 

for excellence in the Cosmology and Astronomy category. 

Stuart lives in england.

a	groundbreaking	guide	to	the	universe	and	how	our	latest	deep-space	discoveries	are	forcing	us	to	

revisit	what	we	know—and	what	we	don’t.

ThE	uNKNoWN	uNIvERSE
A New exploration of Time, Space, and Modern Cosmology

STUArT ClArK, pH.d.
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“riveting. Making use of excellent sources, Corera has produced a highly relevant read that addresses the 

key debate in intelligence gathering—the balance between privacy and security.”

					—The	Sunday	Times	(London)

“if you are looking for a clear and comprehensive guide to how communications have been intercepted, 

from cable-cutting in the First World War to bulk data collection exposed by ed Snowden, this is it.”

					—The	Guardian

“What good timing for this book. gordon Corera’s book takes us through the labyrinth of cyber-espionage. 

it concerns a psychosis of control, whereby the digitization of spying infests every cranny of our lives.”

					—The	observer	(London)

As the digital era become increasingly pervasive, the intertwining forces of computers and espionage are 

reshaping the entire world; what was once the preserve of a few intelligence agencies now affects us all.

Corera’s compelling narrative takes us from the Second World War through the Cold War and the birth of 

the internet to the present era of hackers and surveillance. The book is rich with historical detail and char-

acters, as well as astonishing revelations about espionage carried out in recent times by the U.K., U.S., and 

China. Using unique access to the National Security Agency, gCHQ, Chinese officials, and senior execu-

tives from some of the most powerful global technology companies, gordon Corera has gathered compel-

ling stories from heads of state, hackers, and spies of all stripes.

Cyberspies is a groundbreaking exploration of the new space in which the worlds of espionage, diplomacy, 

international business, science, and technology collide.

Gordon	Corera is a Security Correspondent for BBC News. He has presented major documentaries for the 

BBC on cybersecurity, including “Crypto Wars” and “Under Attack: espionage, Sabotage, Subversion and 

Warfare in the Cyber Age.” He is the author of The Art of Betrayal: life and death in the British Secret 
Service. in 2014 he was named information Security Journalist of the year at the BT information Security 

and Journalism Awards. He lives in london.

The	previously	untold	story	of	the	conflux	of	espionage	and	technology,	with	a	compelling	narrative	

rich	with	astonishing	revelations	taking	readers	from	World	War	II	to	the	internet	age.

CyBERSPIES
The Secret History of Surveillance, Hacking, and digital espionage

gordoN CorerA

•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 Goodreads	giveaway
•	 advance	reading	copies
•	 Co-op	available
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Past	praise	for	Patrick	Dillon:

“Confident, entertaining and illuminating.”

 					—The	Sunday	Telegraph	

“An excellent, lively account.”  					—The	Spectator	

“lucid and well-written, it effectively captures the world of 

the time with its dramatic incidents and curious characters.”

  					—Scotland	on	Sunday

“A vivid, intelligent retelling of the story. A huge success.”

  					—BBC	history	magazine

Telemachus’s father, odysseus, went off to war before he 

was born—and never came back.

Aged sixteen, Telemachus finds himself abandoned, his 

father’s house overrun with men pursuing his beautiful mother, 

penelope, and devouring the family’s wealth. He determines 

to leave ithaca, his island home, and find the truth. 

Telemachus’s journey takes him across the landscape of 

Bronze Age greece in the aftermath of the great Trojan 

War. veterans hide out in the hills. Chieftains, scarred by 

war, hoard their treasure in luxurious palaces.

ithaca retells Homer’s famous poem, The odyssey, from 

the point of view of odysseus’ resourceful and troubled son, 

describing odysseus’s extraordinary voyage from Troy to the 

gates of hell, and Telemachus’s own journey from boyhood 

to the desperate struggle to win back his home . . . and his 

father.

Patrick	Dillon is a writer and award-winning architect. He 

is the author of seven books, including Truth, lies, The 

Much-lamented death of Madam geneva, and The last 

revolution. patrick dillon has been fascinated by Homer’s 

epic poem The odyssey since studying it at school, and 

has traveled extensively in greece. He lives in london, 

dividing his time between writing and architecture.

In	the	tumultuous	aftermath	of	the	Trojan	War,	a	young	man	battles	to	save	his	home	and	his	

inheritance.	Setting	out	to	find	his	father,	he	ends	up	discovering	himself.

IThaCa
A Novel

pATriCK dilloN
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Set twenty-odd years from now, it opens on patient Number 

one—vladimir putin, largely forgotten in his presidential 

dacha, serviced by a small coterie of house staff, drifting 

in and out of his memories of the past. His nurse, charged 

with the twenty-four-hour care of his patient, is blissfully 

unaware that his colleagues are using their various posi-

tions to skim money, in extraordinarily creative ways, from 

the top of their employer’s seemingly inexhaustible riches.

But when a family tragedy means that the nurse 

suddenly needs to find a fantastical sum of money fast, the 

dacha’s chef lets him in on the secret world of backhanders 

and bribes going on around him, and opens his eyes to a 

brewing war between the staff and the new housekeeper, 

the ruthless new sheriff in town.

A brilliantly cast modern-day Animal Farm, The Senility 

of vladimir p. is a coruscating political fable that shows, 

through an honest man slipping his ethical moorings, how 

putin has not only bankrupted his nation economically, but 

has also diminished it culturally and spiritually. it is angry, 

funny, page-turning, and surprisingly moving.

• putin is one of the world’s most controversial 

figures: dangerous and unpredictable, thus a 

perfect subject of a satire.

• The novel intelligently evokes the inexorable 

and merciless ravages of time on a person’s 

mind, no less terrifying for happening to a 

person not known for his quality of mercy.

• russia aside, it is about power corrupting those 

who come into its orbit—while goodness is a 

precious and fragile commodity in short supply.

michael	honig is a former surgeon and lives in england. 

This is his first novel.

a	biting	satire	of	a	particular	despot	and	a	deeply	humane	allegory	of	the	fragility	of	morals		

and	the	contagion	of	unchecked	power.

ThE	SENILITy	oF	vLaDImIR	P.
A Novel

MiCHAel HoNig
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“Unique. parker’s goldeneye is an appealing Caribbean 

history dressed as pop culture, and he adds complexity to 

Bond’s legacy of vodka martinis, car chases and women in 

bikinis.”						—associated	Press

“read it while drinking a martini—shaken, not stirred.”

							—New	york	Post

“This is no guilty pleasure. it’s a straight-up delight of 

a biographical narrative that crisply illuminates Bond, 

Fleming and the era when the sun was setting on the British 

empire and dawning on the jet age. parker is out to explain 

an era, a writer, and a remarkable character. Mission 

accomplished.” 					—Dallas	morning	News

For two months every year, from 1946 to his death eighteen 

years later, ian Fleming lived at goldeneye, the house he 

built on a point of high land overlooking a small white sand 

beach on Jamaica’s stunning north coast. All the James 

Bond novels and stories were written here.

This book explores the huge influence of Jamaica on 

the creation of Fleming’s iconic post-war hero. The island 

was for Fleming part retreat from the world, part tangible 

representation of his own values, and part exotic fantasy. 

The narrative also evokes the real Jamaica of the 1950s 

(during the road to independence) with the island’s portrayal 

in the Bond books to the dramatic end of the British empire.

matthew	Parker	is the author of three previous non-fiction 

books, Monte Cassino: The Hardest- Fought Battle of World 

War ii; the los Angeles Times bestseller panama Fever, 

which was one of the Washington post’s Best Books of the 

year; and The Sugar Barons, which was an economist Book 

of the year. He lives in england.

amid	the	lush	beauty	of	Jamaica’s	northern	coast	lies	the	true	story	of	Ian	Fleming’s	iconic	creation:	

James	Bond.

GoLDENEyE
Where Bond Was Born: ian Fleming’s Jamaica

MATTHeW pArKer
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“A terrific story, which Hamilton-paterson tells with 

tremendous relish, elegance, and attention to detail. An 

acclaimed poet and novelist, he is excellent at capturing 

the sheer courage of the pilots who ran risks that almost 

defy credibility.”						—The	Sunday	Times	(London)

“This superb book, not only meticulously researched but 

also supremely readable, tells the tales of many heroes. He 

unearths fascinating information, but the book is just as 

good on the nuts and bolts of flying, and what it was like to 

engage in a dog fight.”						—The	Daily	mail

“An exhilarating book. By turns thrilling, joyful, wistful, and 

provocative.”						—Rowland	White	

little more than ten years after the first powered flight, air-

craft were pressed into service in World War i. Nearly for-

gotten in the war’s massive overall death toll, some 50,000 

aircrew would die in the combatant nations’ fledgling air 

forces.

The romance of aviation had a remarkable grip on the 

public imagination, propaganda focusing on gallant air 

“aces” who become national heroes. Marked for death 

debunks popular myth to explore the brutal truths of 

wartime aviation: of flimsy planes and unprotected pilots; 

of burning nineteen-year-olds falling screaming to their 

deaths.

James Hamilton-paterson also reveals how four years 

of war produced profound changes both in the aircraft 

themselves and in military attitudes and strategy. By 1918 

it was widely accepted that domination of the air above the 

battlefield was crucial to military success, a realization that 

would change the nature of warfare forever.

James	 hamilton-Paterson	 is the author of empires of 

the Clouds (Faber), a classic account of the golden age 

of British aviation. He won a Whitbread prize for his first 

novel, gerontius. He lives in Austria.

an	inspiring	account	of	aerial	combat	during	World	War	I,	revealing	the	terrible	risks	taken	by	the	

men	who	fought	and	died	in	the	world’s	first	war	in	the	air.

maRKED	FoR	DEaTh
The First War in the Air 

JAMeS HAMilToN-pATerSoN
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“A hard-to-put-down tale of deception. Finely written, with 

rich detail and vivid descriptions of people and place.”

      —The	Providence	Journal

“Superb. Woodward’s best and most ambitious novel to 

date, a compulsively readable onion-peel of a book. An 

opulent and stunningly sly performance.”

						—open	Letters	monthly	

“A portrait of an artist as a young man, with a very 

unreliable artist constructing the narrative. it’s an amalgam 

of genres—romantic poetry, gothic romance, and World 

War ii adventure all inflect the writing—stitched together 

by the singularity of its narrator’s voice.”

						—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

Toward the end of the World War ii, young British art-

ist Kenneth Brill is arrested for painting landscapes near 

Heathrow village; the authorities suspect his paintings 

contain coded information about a new military airfield. 

Brill protests that he is merely recording a landscape that 

will soon disappear. Under interrogation, a darker picture 

comes to light: dealings with prostitutes and pimps of the 

Soho underworld, a break-in at Buckingham palace, and 

connections with well-known fascist sympathizers.

vanishing sees the world through the eyes of one of the 

forgotten geniuses of modern art, a man whose artistic 

vision is so piercing he has trouble seeing what is right in 

front of him.

Gerard	Woodward is the author of Nourishment as well 

as an acclaimed trilogy comprising August (shortlisted 

for the 2001 Whitbread First Novel Award), i’ll go to 

Bed at Noon (shortlisted for the 2004 Man Booker prize), 

and A Curious earth. His collection of poetry, We Were 

pedestrians, was shortlisted for the 2005 T. S. eliot prize. 

He is professor of Creative Writing at Bath Spa University.

“a	complicated	and	compelling	novel	about	an	enigmatic	and	eccentric	artist.	an	ambitious,	rangy,	

and	unusual	novel.	Something	to	admire.”—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

vaNIShING
A Novel 

gerArd WoodWArd
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“lively. Burns convincingly dispels a number of popular 

beliefs. He also finds parallels with many issues and ‘civil 

wrongs’ still running through our landscape: terrorism, im-

migration, women’s rights, political corruption, and tabloid 

culture.”						—The	New	york	Times	Book	Review

“Burns’s territory stretches far and wide across the realms 

of politics, prohibition, pop culture, and more. An eminent-

ly readable, informative book.”						—The	Washington	Post

“in a fascinating work about a remarkable year, Burns 

shows us what put the roar in the roaring 20s. in this de-

lightfully readable book, the author expertly shows how 

those affected by the great War linked together, nourished 

each other, and really did change the world.”

						—Kirkus	Reviews	(starred)	

“A work of genuine historical research, colorful personality, 

intellectual sophistication, heft, and durable interest.”

						—vanity	Fair

The roaring Twenties is the only decade in American his-

tory with a widely applied nickname, and our fascination 

with this era continues. But how did this surge of innova-

tion and cultural milestones emerge out of the ashes of 

The great War? No one has yet written a book about the 

decade’s beginning.

Burns sets the record straight about this most 

misunderstood and iconic of periods. From prohibition 

to immigration, the birth of jazz, the rise of expatriate 

literature, and the original ponzi scheme, 1920 was truly a 

year like no other.

Eric	Burns is a former correspondent for NBC News and 

the TodAy Show. For ten years he was the host of the 

top-rated “Fox News Watch,” and he has won an emmy 

for media criticism. eric lives in Westport, Connecticut.

one	of	the	most	dynamic	eras	in	american	history—the	1920s—began	with	this	watershed	year		

that	would	set	the	tone	for	the	century	to	follow.

1920
The year that Made the decade roar 

eriC BUrNS
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“An ingenious history. Completely engrossing. For better 

or worse, these military developments remain with us, and 

downing delivers a riveting account of how they happened.”						

—Publishers	Weekly	(starred	review)	

“A meticulously detailed, welcome addition to the literature 

of World War i.”						—Kirkus	Reviews

“engaging, providing an in-depth look at a subject that 

doesn’t get its fair share of discussion within the military 

history genre. downing’s voice is clear and highly readable.”

						—Library	Journal	

World War i is often viewed as a war fought by armies of 

millions living and fighting in trenches, aided by brutal ma-

chinery that cost the lives of many.

But behind all of this, an intellectual war was also 

being fought between engineers, chemists, code breakers, 

physicists, doctors, mathematicians, and intelligence 

gatherers. This hidden war was to make a positive and 

lasting contribution to how war was conducted on land, 

at sea, and in the air, and, most importantly, life at home.

Secret Warriors provides an invaluable and fresh history 

of World War i, profiling a number of the key incidents and 

figures which led to great leaps forward for the twentieth 

century. Told in a lively and colorful narrative style, Secret 

Warriors reveals the unknown side of this tragic conflict.

Taylor	 Downing is a television producer and writer. He 

was educated at Cambridge University. His most recent 

books include Spies in the Sky, Churchill’s War lab, Cold 

War, and Night raid. He lives in england.

a	startling	and	vivid	account	of	World	War	I	that	uncovers	how	wartime	code	breaking,	aeronautics,	

and	scientific	research	laid	the	foundation	for	much	of	the	innovations	of	the	twentieth	century.

SECRET	WaRRIoRS
The Spies, Scientists, and Code Breakers of World War i

TAylor doWNiNg
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How did chicken achieve the culinary ubiquity it enjoys to-

day? it’s hard to imagine, but there was a point in history, not 

terribly long ago, that individual people each consumed less 

than ten pounds of chicken per year. Today, those numbers 

are strikingly different: we consume nearly twenty-five times 

as much chicken as our great-grandparents did.

Collectively, Americans devour 73.1 million pounds of 

chicken in a day, close to 8.6 billion birds per year. How 

did chicken rise from near-invisibility to being in seemingly 

“every pot,” as per Herbert Hoover’s famous promise?

emelyn rude explores this fascinating phenomenon in 

Tastes like Chicken. With meticulous research, rude details 

the ascendancy of chicken from its humble origins to its 

centrality on grocery store shelves and in restaurants and 

kitchens. Along the way, she reveals startling key points 

in its history, such as the moment it was first stuffed and 

roasted by the romans, how the ancients’ obsession with 

cockfighting helped the animal reach Western europe, and 

how slavery contributed to the ubiquity of fried chicken 

today.

in the spirit of Mark Kurlansky’s Cod and Bee Wilson’s 

Consider the Fork, Tastes like Chicken is a fascinating, 

clever, and surprising discourse on one of America’s 

favorite foods.

Emelyn	Rude has been a food writer for vice and media 

manager for some of New york City’s most acclaimed 

chefs and restaurateurs. She is a contributor to National 

geographic’s “The plate” and is a National geographic 

young explorer. She has been a judge on the Food Network 

and ABC’s “The Taste.” This is her first book.

•	 Interviews	with	National	Geographic,	Buzzfeed,	
and	Time

•	 Endorsements	from	prominent	chefs
•	 National	Tv	and	radio	interviews

From	the	domestication	of	the	bird	nearly	ten	thousand	years	ago	to	its	current	status	as	our		

go-to	meat,	the	history	of	this	seemingly	commonplace	bird	is	anything	but	ordinary.

TaSTES	LIKE	ChICKEN
A History of America’s Favorite Bird

eMelyN rUde
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Praise	for	The	Devil	in	montmartre:

“inbinder creates a whodunit that combines a killer plot 

with skillful characterization. Add inbinder’s revelatory 

prose, and the reader comes away emotionally exhausted 

but exhilarated by the author’s first venture in the genre.”

						—The	Richmond	Times	Dispatch

“A classic style mystery and like other great mysteries set 

in this time the use of fledgling forensics is both interesting 

and even exciting. inbinder weaves a wonderful tale and hit 

plotting and pacing right on the money.”

						—Crimespree	magazine

“A satisfying mystery to the end. Highly recommended for 

ripper fans and lovers of fin de siècle!”

						—historical	Novel	Society	Review

paris: July, 1890. inspector Achille lefebvre and his wife 

Adele are enjoying their stay at a seaside resort—until a 

body found hanging from a bridge in a public park demands 

the inspector’s attention.  is it suicide or murder? A twisted 

trail of evidence draws inspector lefebvre into a shadowy 

underworld of international intrigue, espionage, and terror-

ism. Time is of the essence; pressure mounts on the Sûreté to 

get results. Achille’s chief orders him to work with his former 

partner, inspector rousseau, now in charge of a special unit 

in the newly formed political brigade. But can Achille trust 

the detective who let him down in another case?

inspector lefebvre uses innovative forensics and a 

network of police spies to uncover a secret alliance, a scheme 

involving the sale of a cutting-edge high explosive, and an 

assassination plot that threatens to ignite a world war.

Gary	 Inbinder	 is the author of The devil in Montmartre. 

He is a member of both the Historical Novel Society and 

the Bewildering Stories editorial review Board. He lives in 

Woodland Hills, California.

Like	many	fin	de	siècle	Parisians,	Inspector	achille	Lefebvre	is	looking	forward	to	a	summer	holiday—

but	a	body	found	hanging	from	a	bridge	in	a	public	park	interferes	with	the	Inspector’s	plans.

ThE	haNGED	maN
A Mystery in Fin de Siècle paris

gAry iNBiNder
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Praise	for	the	hazel	micallef	Series:

“A rare unplug-the-phone, skip-all-meals, ignore-your-bed-

time thriller. it’s twisty, sharp and very, very creepy—and 

detective Hazel Micallef is a perfectly original charmer.”

						—Gillian	Flynn,	#1	New	york	Times	bestselling	author

“Wolfe had me from the first page and never let me go. i 

absolutely loved Hazel Micallef.”

						—Kate	atkinson,	#1	New	york	Times		

bestselling	author

“Wolfe convincingly lays claim to a new mantle as a first-

rate crime writer. A bracingly original mystery series from 

the pseudonymous Wolfe.”

						—Publishers	Weekly	(starred	review)

The new novel in this acclaimed series is brilliantly paced, 

addictively suspenseful—the author’s best yet.

Hazel Micallef (played by Susan Sarandon in the recent 

film of the series’ debut, The Calling) has become one of 

crime writing’s most memorable detectives. The Night Bell 

moves between the past and the present in port dundas, 

ontario, as two mysteries converge. A discovery of the 

bones of murdered children is made on land that was once 

a county foster home. Now it’s being developed as a brand-

new subdivision whose first residents are already railing 

against broken promises and corruption. But when three 

of these residents are murdered after the discovery of the 

children’s bones, frustration turns to terror.

Inger	 ash	 Wolfe, the pseudonym for critically acclaimed 

author Michael redhill, is the author of The Calling, The 

Taken, and A door in the river. He lives in Canada.

The	brilliantly	paced	and	irresistibly	suspenseful	new	novel	in	the	Detective	hazel	micallef	series		

takes	this	perfectly	original	detective	into	the	maelstrom	of	two	murder	cases.

ThE	NIGhT	BELL
A Hazel Micallef Mystery

iNger ASH WolFe
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•	 Bondar	hosts	the	web	series	Wild	Sex,	with	over	14	
million	views

•	 National	radio	interviews
•	 Bondar	will	also	star	in	a	new	show	on	animal	Planet
•	 Co-op	available

Praise	for	the	series	Wild	Sex:

“Bares all when it comes to the bizzarre body parts and behaviors involved when animals bump ug-

lies. When it comes to salacity, this series has it all. i am more than impressed with the accuracy, in-

decency, intelligence and humor. Carin’s passion for the science behind the sex is what really makes 

this series work. Amazing—you’ll find your brain as aroused as other areas.”    	 —Scientific	 american

“A good combination of everyone’s two favorite topics—animals and strange sex stuff.”     —Jezebel

Birds do it, bees do it—every member of the animal kingdom does it, from fruit flies to blue whales. But if you 

think humans have a tough time dating, try having to do it while being hunted down by predators, against a 

backdrop of unpredictable and life-threatening conditions. The animal kingdom is a wild place—and it’s got 

mating habits to match. The sex lives of our animal cousins are fiendishly difficult, infinitely varied, often in-

credibly violent—and absolutely fascinating.

in Wild Sex, dr. Carin Bondar takes readers on an enthralling tour of the animal kingdom as she explores 

the diverse world of sex in the wild. She looks at the evolution of sexual organs (and how they’ve shaped 

social hierarchies), tactics of seduction, and the mechanics of sex. She investigates a wide range of topics, 

from whether animals experience pleasure from sex to what happens when females hold the reproductive 

power. Along the way, she encounters razor-sharp penises, murderous carnal cannibals, and spontaneous 

chemical warfare in an epic battle between the sexes.

The resulting book is titillating, exhilarating, amusing, petrifying, alluring—and absolutely guaranteed to 

make you think about sex in a whole new way.

Dr.	Carin	Bondar received a ph.d. in population ecology from the University of British Columbia and has 

since hosted a variety of online and television programs, working with Scientific American, pBS digital 

Studios, and the Science Channel. She is currently the lead presenter on discovery World’s “Brave New 

World with Stephen Hawking.” Her independent web series “Wild Sex” has engaged over 14 million view-

ers and was the subject of a presentation given at Ted global in edinburgh in 2013 which received over 

1.5 million views. She lives in British Columbia, Canada.

a	brilliantly	engaging	guide	to	the	reproductive	habits	of	creatures	great	and	small,		

based	on	the	author’s	popular	web	series	Wild	Sex.

WILD	SEx
The Science Behind Mating in the Animal Kingdom

dr. CAriN BoNdAr
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advance	Praise	from	England:

“A thoroughly entertaining account of these extraordinary 

events. A vivid and consuming piece of historical narrative.”

						—The	Sunday	Times	(London)

“A fast-paced, lively work.”						—BBC	history	magazine

“in this beautifully detailed and seamlessly written book 

Jordan and Walsh shine a new light on Charles ii. Their 

energetic and masterful account makes for a restoration 

romp worth reading.”						—The	Sunday	Express

“This is a terrific read.”						—The	Spectator

When Charles i was executed, his son made it his role to 

seek out retribution, producing the largest manhunt Britain 

had ever seen, one that would span europe and America 

and would last for thirty years. When he ascended to the 

throne in 1660 as Charles ii, his search for revenge intensi-

fied, with show trials in london and assassination squads 

scouring foreign countries. Many of the most senior figures 

in england were hanged, drawn and quartered; imprisoned 

for life; or consigned to a self-imposed exile, in constant 

fear of the assassin’s bullet.

Set in an age of intrigue and betrayal, The King’s 

revenge brings these remarkable figures vividly to life in an 

engrossing tale of ambition, double agents, and espionage.

Don	 Jordan	 has twice won a Blue ribbon Award at the 

New york Film and Television Festival and has written four 

books with Michael Walsh. He lives in london.

michael	Walsh	has won a royal Television Society Award, 

among other honors. Together with don Jordan he has 

written four books, including The King’s Bed and White 

Cargo, which was acclaimed by Nobel laureate Toni 

Morrison as an “extraordinary book.” He lives in london.

Set	in	an	age	of	intrigue	and	espionage,	this	is	the	story	of	the	greatest	manhunt	in	British	history:	

the	quest	for	retribution	upon	the	traitors	who	brought	about	the	death	of	Charles	I.

ThE	KING’S	REvENGE
Charles ii and the greatest Manhunt in British History

doN JordAN and MiCHAel WAlSH
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Praise	for	The	Search	for	Nefertiti:

“The narrative conveys Fletcher’s enthusiasm for her work. 

Highly recommended.”						—Library	Journal

“Fascinating. Fletcher picked up on the tiniest of clues to 

track down what she believes could be the missing queen.”

						—The	Daily	mail

“This book is an inspiring record of a life devoted to the 

highest scholarship. A thrilling examination.”

						—Publishers	Weekly

The story of the world’s greatest civilization spans 4,000 

years of history that has shaped the world. it is full of spec-

tacular cities and epic stories—an evolving society rich in 

inventors, heroes, heroines, villains, artisans, and pioneers. 

professor Joann Fletcher pulls together the complete story 

of egypt—charting the rise and fall of the ancient egyptians 

while putting their whole world into a context to which we 

can all relate.

Fletcher uncovers some fascinating revelations: new 

evidence shows that women became pharaohs on at least 

ten occasions; that the ancient egyptians built the first Suez 

Canal and then circumnavigated Africa. dr. Joann Fletcher 

brings alive the history and people of ancient egypt as 

nobody else can.

Professor	 Joann	 Fletcher	 is based in the department of 

Archaeology at the University of york. She is the author 

of eight books, including The Search for Nefertiti and 

Cleopatra the great. Her television accolades include 

a BAFTA, a royal Television Society Award, and an 

Association for international Broadcasting Award. Most 

recently, she wrote and presented life and death in the 

valley of the Kings for BBC2, and is now working on the 

four-part series The Story of egypt for pBS.

The	story	of	the	world’s	greatest	civilization—spanning	4,000	years	of	history—full	of	epic	stories,	

spectacular	places,	and	an	evolving	society	rich	in	inventors,	heroes,	villains,	and	pioneers.

ThE	SToRy	oF	EGyPT
The Civilization that Shaped the World

JoANN FleTCHer
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